Cloud Discover: Security

Cloud Discover: Security helps customers understand security controls and considerations in Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and identify key business requirements. This service includes an overview workshop, use case and requirements discussion with key stakeholders, a technical assessment, and an executive summary report.

Key Activities

GCP Security Overview Workshop
Review GCP security concepts, controls, options, considerations, and objectives with customer.

Use Case and Requirements Workshop
Facilitate group discussion with key line of business owners and stakeholders to identify and help prioritize security requirements. Help translate on-premise security needs to Google Cloud requirements.

Stakeholder Interviews
Gather information on user, workload, and overall GCP security controls and requirements.

Technical Assessment
Conduct high-level security scope analysis of requirements.

Recommendations
Prepare executive report for customer on findings and recommended next steps for GCP security strategy and review key learnings. Discuss next steps for technical implementation.

Customer Stakeholder Participation

GCP Security Overview and Use Case Requirements Workshop
Business decision makers across the customer organization.

Stakeholder Interviews
Decision makers and subject matter experts knowledgeable on customer systems, networking, security, and access controls.

Deliverables

- Executive summary

Scope and Pricing

- Up to five days engagement over a three-week period, including an on-site workshop (up to two days)
- Up to 16 participants in workshop
- Pricing will be agreed upon between Customer and Google and specified in the applicable Ordering Document

Terms and Conditions: This datasheet is associated with the following SKU: CP-PROF-SVC-DISCOVER. The services described in this datasheet are governed by the applicable fully signed Ordering Document and any incorporated terms and conditions. The activities and deliverables described in this datasheet are subject to change.
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